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Abstract
A bisemigroup consists of a set of elements and two associative operations. A bimonoid is a
bisemigroup which has an identity to each associative operation. A binoid is a bimonoid which
has the same identity to the two associative operations. In a previous paper, we introduced these
three notions, and studied formal languages over free binoids (which are subsets of a free binoid
where any element of a free binoid is denoted by its standard form which is a sequence of
symbols). In this paper, we introduce a class of expressions called regular binoid expressions
and show that any binoid language denoted by a regular binoid expression can be regarded to
be a set of the standard forms of elements of a free binoid which can be recognized as a regular
(monoid) language.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In a classic formal language theory [8,3], a (formal) language is a subset of a free
monoid. The theory concerns grammars generating languages and automata accepting
languages. In [4,5], we introduce three new algebraic systems, bisemigroup, bimonoid
and binoid. A bisemigroup consists of a set of elements and two associative operations.
A bimonoid is a bisemigroup which has an identity to each associative operation.
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A binoid is a bimonoid which has the same identity to the two associative oper-
ations. In [4,5], in contrast to the Chomsky hierarchy, we introduce Ave types of
grammars, phrase structure B-grammars (a B-grammar means a binoid grammar), con-
text sensitive B-grammars, context free B-grammars, right linear B-grammars and left
linear B-grammars. For any Anite alphabet , we deAne the free binoid ∗(◦; •)
generated by  which is a binoid with two associative operations ◦ and •, and is
“free” in the sense that over this binoid, only laws over elements are two asso-
ciative laws: for any x; y; z ∈∗(◦; •) and ×∈{◦; •}, it holds that (x×y)× z= x×
(y× z).
We call any subset of a free binoid a binoid language (or simply a B-language).
Sometimes any subset of a free monoid will be called a monoid language. We say that
an automaton A accepts a B-language L in the free binoid mode if when the standard
representation (which is a sequence of symbols from ∪{◦; •; ( ; )}) of any element of
the free binoid is given as an input, A can decide whether or not the element belongs
to L. Similarly we say A accepts L in the free monoid mode if when any sequence of
symbols over the corresponding alphabet ∪{◦; •; ( ; )} is given as an input, A can
decide whether or not the sequence is the standard representation of some element of
L. We remark that in a binoid, we have two operations, and so we use parentheses
( and ) for representing an element of the binoid generally. Some of the main results
presented in [4,5] are the following:
(1) for any phrase structure B-grammar G, there exists a Turing machine which accepts
the B-language generated by G in the free monoid mode (and a fortiori in the free
binoid mode);
(2) for any right (left) linear B-grammar G, there exists a Anite automaton which
accepts the language generated by G in the free binoid mode;
(3) right linear B-grammars are not equivalent to left linear B-grammars;
(4) there exists a right (left) linear B-language which cannot be accepted by any Anite
automaton in the free monoid mode.
Regular expressions are necessary and suEcient expressions for denoting regular
(monoid) languages. For any Anite alphabet , we deAne the set BRE(; ◦; •) of regular
B-expressions (regular binoid expressions), and for each regular B-expression , the
regular B-language (regular binoid language) ‖‖ is deAned inductively as for (monoid)
regular expressions (see Section 4). (The notion of regular B-languages in [4,5] is
diFerent from that of regular B-languages in this paper: in the future, we shall call
regular B-languages in [4,5] right (or left) linear B-languages according to the names
of grammars generating these languages.) We call any right (left) linear grammar a
right (left) BM-grammar if it generates a B-language. (BM means binoid and monoid).
A right (left) linear BM-grammar G is said to be a right (left) linear BM-0-grammar
if L(G)⊂{}∪, where  denotes the empty string which is the standard form of the
identity of the free binoid. For ×∈{◦; •}, it is said to be a right (left) linear BM-
×-grammar if for any w∈L(G), mo(w)=×, where mo(w) is the main operator of w
deAned in the following way: (1) if w=  or w∈, then mo(w)= for  denoting
the empty set, and (2) if w= u× v for u; v∈+(◦; •) and ×∈{◦; •}, then mo(w)=×
(where +(◦; •)=∗(◦; •) − {} is the free bisemigroup generated by  with two
associative operations ◦; •).
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Some of the main results of this paper are the following (see Theorem 4.1).
(1) For any regular B-expression , there exist three right (left) linear BM-grammars
G0, G◦ and G• such that ‖‖=L(G0)∪L(G◦)∪L(G•), G0 is a right (left) linear
BM-0-grammar, G◦ is a right (left) linear BM-◦-grammar, and G• is a right (left)
linear BM-•-grammar.
(2) For any regular B-expression, there exists a Anite automaton accepting L(G) in the
free monoid mode. Thus L(G) can be regarded to be a regular monoid language
over the alphabet ∪{◦; •; ( ; )}.
We also present a similar characterization of regularity of regular binoid expressions
by introducing the notion of standard right linear BM grammars in the i-×-level for
i¿1 and ×∈{◦; •}: see Theorem 4.2.
The motivation of this study is to And new possibilities for improving descriptive
systems. We are also interested to study new types of algebraic systems, bisemi-
groups, bimonoids and binoids. In [6], we introduce two families of Anite codes,
◦-codes and •-codes, and show that when given any Anite subset {w1; : : : ; wn} of
+(◦; •) and ×∈{◦; •}, one can eFectively decide whether or not {w1; : : : ; wn} is
a ×-code. Here the corresponding languages can be denoted by ‖(w1 ∪ · · · ∪wn)∗(◦)‖
and ‖(w1 ∪ · · · ∪wn)∗(•)‖, respectively, by using regular binoid expressions, (w1 ∪ · · · ∪
wn)∗(◦) and (w1 ∪ · · · ∪wn)∗(•). (For the notation, see Section 4).
Garg and Ragunath [2] introduce the notion of concurrent regular expressions, and
show that these expressions are suEcient tools for characterizing Petri net languages
(or Petri nets). Hoogeboom and ten Pas [7] study the family of context-free sets of
texts. Bloom and Esik [1] study free shuKe algebras in which in addition to asso-
ciative laws, two distributive laws hold. (The notion of bimonoid there is a little
diFerent from the notion of bimonoid in our theory). Lodoya and Weil [10] study
series–parallel languages which are introduced for describing sequential and concur-
rent operations. The world of each class of these languages will be extended beyond
the world of Anite automata. In our theory, any element of a free binoid is repre-
sented by its standard form, and thus a binoid language over a Anite alphabet  is
just a set of words (with “regular form”) over the extended alphabet ∪{◦; •; ( ; )}.
In processing regular binoid expressions, Anite automata are suEcient machines: this
statement is the main result of this paper. We hope that in the future study, there
will appear many works about relations between binoid languages and Anite
automata.
This paper consists of Ave sections. In Section 2, we present deAnitions on bisemi-
groups, bimonoids, binoids and free binoids. In Section 3, we present deAnitions about
standard forms of elements of a free binoid. We also present deAnitions of B-grammars.
In Section 4, we deAne regular B-expressions (binoid expressions), and deAne regular
B-languages which can be denoted by regular B-expressions. By deAnition, it follows
that for any regular B-expression , the height of any element in the language denoted
by  is bounded by some nonnegative integer. (The height of any element of a free
binoid is an nonnegative integer denoting the nestedness of two operations: details will
be given in Section 4). We show that the main results mentioned above and other
interesting results about regular B-expressions hold. In Section 5, we present a short
conclusion.
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2. Preliminaries
In this section, we shall present basic deAnitions about bisemigroups, bimonoids,
binoids and B-languages. Let  be a nonempty Anite alphabet. The free monoid gen-
erated by  is denoted by ∗. The concatenation operation of ∗ will be denoted
by ◦ sometimes if we need it. Thus instead of ∗, we shall write sometimes (∗; ◦).
In the same way, sometimes we shall write (+; ◦) for the free semigroup generated
by . (Here the sets of elements will be denoted by ∗(◦) and +(◦), respectively.
The similar notation will be used also for •). For any word w∈∗, |w| denotes the
length of w. The null word will be denoted by . The empty set will be denoted
by . Throughout the paper, we assume that two special symbols, ◦ and •, are not
contained in any Anite alphabet  which we concern. These two symbols will be used
to denote two associative operators in any bisemigroup, any bimonoid or (mainly any
free) binoid.
Now we shall deAne bisemigroups, bimonoids and binoids.
Denition 2.1. Over a nonempty set X , if there exist two binary operations ◦; • which
satisfy the following associative laws,
(x ◦ y) ◦ z = x ◦ (y ◦ z); (x • y) • z = x • (y • z)
then the triple (X; ◦; •) is a bisemigroup. If the context is clear, then X will be called
a bisemigroup.
Denition 2.2. Let (X; ◦; •) be a bisemigroup. For ∈{◦; •}, if 1 is the identity of
the semigroup (X; ), then 1 is the -identity of (X; ◦; •). When 1◦=1•, we call 1◦
simply the identity of (X; ◦; •).
Denition 2.3. If a bisemigroup (X; ◦; •) has the ◦-identity and the •-identity, then
(X; ◦; •) is a bimonoid. When the ◦-identity and the •-identity are the same, (X; ◦; •)
is a binoid.
Example 2.1. Any ring or any Aeld is a bimonoid. For the set of real numbers R, the
triple (R;+;×) is a bimonoid, but not a binoid. Thus being a binoid implies being a
bimonoid, but the converse is not necessarily true.
Denition 2.4. Let ={a1; a2; : : : ; an} be an alphabet. DeAne an algebraic system whose
elements are denoted by a set of sequences of symbols named the (◦; •)-closure over
, cl(; ◦; •), as follows:
(1) for any a∈; a∈ cl(; ◦; •);
(2) if u; v∈ cl(; ◦; •), then (u) ◦ (v)∈ cl(; ◦; •) and (u) • (v)∈ cl(; ◦; •).
Here ◦ and • are regarded to denote two binary operators so that cl(; ◦; •) is the free
algebraic system generated by  with two independent binary operations ◦ and •.
Example 2.2. For = {a; b; c; d}, a; b, (a) ◦ (b), (a) • (b), ((a) ◦ (b)) • (a) and ((a) ◦
(b)) • ((c) • (d)), etc., are contained in cl(; ◦; •).
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Denition 2.5. Let cl(; ◦; •) be the (◦; •)-closure over . We deAne the smallest
congruence relation ≈ over cl(; ◦; •) as follows:
(1) for any a; b∈, a ≈ b⇔ a= b;
(2) for any u; v; w∈ cl(; ◦; •), ((u) ◦ (v)) ◦ (w) ≈ (u) ◦ ((v) ◦ (w)), ((u) • (v)) • (w) ≈
(u) • ((v) • (w));
(3) for any u; v; w; x∈ cl(; ◦; •), if u ≈ v, w ≈ x, then (u) ◦ (w) ≈ (v) ◦ (x) and
(u) • (w) ≈ (v) • (x).
Denition 2.6. The quotient algebra cl(; ◦; •)= ≈ of cl(; ◦; •) by the congruence ≈
is the free bisemigroup over  (with two binary operations ◦ and •), and will be
denoted by +(◦; •).
Denition 2.7. We deAne the new algebra cl(; ◦; •; ) whose set of elements is cl(; ◦;
•)∪{}, and in which we deAne a new congruence relation ∼= so that in addition to the
associative laws, the equalities x◦∼= ◦x∼= x•∼= •x∼= x hold for any x∈ cl(; ◦; •; ),
Thus cl(; ◦; •; ) can be regarded to be the free algebraic system generated by  with
the identity  and two independent binary operations ◦ and •.
Denition 2.8. The quotient algebra cl(; ◦; •; )=∼= of cl(; ◦; •; ) by the congruence
relation ∼= is the free binoid over  (with two binary operations ◦ and •) and will be
denoted by ∗(◦; •).
In the sequel, any equivalence class in cl(; ◦; •; )= ∼= will be denoted by its
“shortest” representation which is a sequence of symbols over ∪{◦; •; ( ; )}: for de-
tails, see below.
Denition 2.9. Any subset of ∗(◦; •) is a B-language (a binoid language).
3. Standard forms and binoid grammars
In this section, as in [4,5], we shall present deAnitions of standard forms denoting
elements of free binoids, and the deAnitions of phrase structure B-grammars and phrase
structure B-languages. To do this, we Arst need the notion of the main operator of any
element of a free binoid. In the rest of this paper,  is a Anite nonempty alphabet, and
∗(◦; •) is the free binoid generated by  with two operators ◦ and •. In the following,
we shall identify any element of a free binoid with its representation (a sequence of
symbols).
Denition 3.1. For any w∈∗(◦; •), the main operator of w is denoted by mo(w), and
deAned inductively as follows:
(1) if w=  or w∈, then mo(w)=;
(2) if w= u ◦ v, then mo(w)= ◦ (u; v∈+(◦; •));
(3) if w= u • v, then mo(w)= • (u; v∈+(◦; •)).
In the sequel, we need the following  for deAning many objects because we need
correct matchings of ( and ) for representing elements of free binoids.
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Denition 3.2. Over the set {; ◦; •}, deAne a binary operation  as follows:
(1) for any x; y∈{; ◦; •}, xy=yx;
(2) = ◦  • =,  ◦ = ◦  ◦ = ◦,  • = • • = •.
Denition 3.3. For each element w of the free binoid ∗(◦; •), we deAne the standard
form (in short, s-form) of w inductively as follows:
(1) The s-form of  is .
(2) The s-form of a∈ is a.
(3) For u; v∈+(◦; •) and ×∈{◦; •}, the s-form of (u)× (v) is deAned as follows:
(i) If mo(u)×=mo(v)×=×, then it is s(u)× s(v).
(ii) If mo(u)×= and mo(v)×=×, then it is (s(u))× s(v).
(iii) If mo(u)×=× and mo(v)×=, then it is s(u)× (s(v)).
(iv) If mo(u)×=mo(v)×=, then it is (s(u))× (s(v)).
The following proposition can be proved by induction on the number of operations
in each element of ∗(◦; •).
Proposition 3.1. For any w∈∗(◦; •), the s-form of w is unique.
Remark 3.1. In the rest of the paper, any element w of a free binoid will be denoted by
its s-form, S(w). For any s-form S(w)∈∗(◦; •), the length of S(w) (or w) is denoted
by |w| or |S(w)| and is the number of symbols appearing in S(w). For example, let
= {a; b} and S(w)= (a ◦ (b • a)) • a. Then |S(w)|=11.
Now we shall present deAnitions of B-grammars. The production rules are more
complicated than those for monoid grammars because we need correct matchings of
(and) in any word derived by a B-grammar. (For more details, see [4,5]).
Denition 3.4. A phrase structure B-grammar G is a quadruple G=(N; ; P; S) such
that N is a Anite set of nonterminal symbols,  is a Anite set of terminal sym-
bols, S ∈N is the start symbol, and P is a Anite set of production rules of the form
(; ") (; "∈∗(◦; •)) each of which is of one of the following forms. Each element
(; ") of P is called a production rule, and, written by → ".
(1) S→ v, A→ a.
Here A∈N , v∈ (N ∪)∗(◦; •), a∈ and if |v|=1, then v∈.
(2) u×→ v×.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), ×∈{◦; •} and mo(u)×=mo(v)×=×.
(3) u×→ (v)×.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), ×∈{◦; •}, mo(u)×=× and mo(v)×=.
(4) (u)×→ (v)×.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), ×∈{◦; •} and mo(u)×=mo(v)×=.
(5) (u)×→ v×.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), ×∈{◦; •}, mo(u)×= and mo(v)×=×.
(6) u× v→ v.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), ×∈{◦; •} and mo(u)×=mo(v)×=×.
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(7) (u)× v→ v.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), ×∈{◦; •}, mo(u)×= and mo(v)×=×.
(8) u× (v)×→ (v)×.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), ×∈{◦; •}, mo(u)×=× and mo(v)×=.
(9) (u)× (v)×→ (v)×.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), ×∈{◦; •} and mo(u)×=mo(v)×=.
(10) × u×→× v×.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), ×∈{◦; •} and mo(u)×=mo(v)×=×.
(11) × u×→× (v)×.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), ×∈{◦; •}, mo(u)×=× and mo(v)×=.
(12) × (u)×→× v×.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), ×∈{◦; •}, mo(u)×= and mo(v)×=×.
(13) × (u)×→× (v)×.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), ×∈{◦; •} and mo(u)×=mo(v)×=.
(14) × u) + →× v)+.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), {×;+}= {◦; •} and mo(u)×=mo(v)×=×.
(15) × u) + →× (v))+.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), {×;+}= {◦; •}, mo(u)×=× and mo(v)×=.
(16) × (u)) + →× v)+.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), {×;+}= {◦; •}, mo(u)×= and mo(v)×=×.
(17) × (u)) + →× (v))+.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), {×;+}= {◦; •} and mo(u)×=mo(v)×=.
(18) × (u+ →× (v+.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), {×;+}= {◦; •} and mo(u)+ =mo(v)+ =+.
(19) × (u+ →× ((v)+.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), {×;+}= {◦; •}, mo(u)+ =+ and mo(v)+ =.
(20) × ((u) + →× (v+.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), {×;+}= {◦; •}, mo(u)+ = and mo(v)+ =+.
(21) × ((u) + →× ((v)+.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), {×;+}= {◦; •} and mo(u)+ =mo(v)+ =.
(22) × u×→×.
Here u∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), ×∈{◦; •} and mo(u)×=×.
(23) × (u)×→×.
Here u∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), ×∈{◦; •} and mo(u)×=.
(24) × u→× v.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), ×∈{◦; •} and mo(u)×=mo(v)×=×.
(25) × u→× (v).
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), ×∈{◦; •}, mo(u)×=× and mo(v)×=.
(26) × (u)→× (v).
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), ×∈{◦; •} and mo(u)×=mo(v)×=.
(27) × (u)→× v.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), ×∈{◦; •}, mo(u)×= and mo(v)×=×.
(28) v× u→ v.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), ×∈{◦; •} and mo(u)×=mo(v)×=×.
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(29) v× (u)→ v.
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), ×∈{◦; •}, mo(u)×= and mo(v)×=×.
(30) × (v)× u→× (v).
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), ×∈{◦; •}, mo(u)×=× and mo(v)×=.
(31) × (v)× (u)→× (v).
Here u; v∈ (N ∪)+(◦; •), ×∈{◦; •} and mo(u)×=mo(v)×=.
We call the above production rules as follows:
(1): initial or Anal p-rule; (2)–(9): left p-rule; (10)–(23): central p-rule; (24)–(31):
right p-rule.
We need the above distinctions of three types for production rules because, as
mentioned above, in standard forms, the matchings of parentheses ( ,) should be
correct.
Denition 3.5. A derivation by a phrase structure B-grammar G=(N; ; P; S) of
w∈(N ∪)∗(◦; •) is denoted by S ∗⇒G w and deAned inductively as follows:
(1) S⇒G w (S→w is an initial p-rule).
(2) S ∗⇒G w, where for some left p-rule → " and k¿0, w=( k"w0 and S ∗⇒G ( kw0.
Here w0 ∈ (N ∪∪{◦; •; ( ; )})+.
(3) S ∗⇒G w, where for some central p-rule → ", w=w0"w1 and S ∗⇒G w0w1. Here
w0; w1 ∈ (N ∪∪{◦; •; ( ; )})+.
(4) S ∗⇒G w, where for some right p-rule → " and k¿0, w=w0")k and S ∗⇒G w0)k .
Here w0 ∈ (N ∪∪{◦; •; ( ; )})+.
We call any language L(G) generated by a phrase structure B-grammar G a phrase
structure B-language which is the following set.
L(G) = {w ∈ ∗(◦; •) | S ∗⇒Gw}:
In [4,5], we present deAnitions of context-sensitive B-grammars, context-free B-
grammars, and right (left) linear B-grammars, and several results (mentioned in Sec-
tion 1) about these languages.
In Section 4, we shall present regular B-expressions, and show that any language
denoted by a regular B-expression  can be accepted by a Anite automaton in the free
monoid mode so that the language denoted by  can be regarded to be a (monoid)
language over the alphabet ∪{◦; •; ( ; )}. Thus in this case, for generating the language
denoted by , we need a right (or left) linear (monoid) grammar, and we do not need
the above B-grammars.
4. Regular B-expressions and regular B-languages
This section is the main part of this paper. In this section, as for (monoid) regular
expressions, we shall deAne regular B-expressions (binoid expressions) and regular
B-languages denoted by regular B-expressions. To do this, we need the notion of
the height h(w) of any element w of a free binoid. (For example, h()= h(a)= 0,
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h(a◦b◦a)= 1, h(a◦ (a•b)◦a)= 2, etc., for = {a; b}): for details, see below.) As in
term rewriting systems, any element w of a free binoid can be denoted by a labelled
tree T where any leaf is labelled with some a∈ and any other vertex is labelled with
◦ or •. The height of w is the height of this tree, We deAne any regular B-expression 
in such a way that the height of any element in the language denoted by  is bounded
by some nonnegative integer. The main result of this section is that for any regular
B-expression , the language denoted by  can be generated by a right linear (monoid)
grammar so that the language can be regarded as a regular (monoid) language over the
alphabet ∪{◦; •; ( ; )}. (This alphabet ∪{◦; •; ( ; )} will be denoted by E() in the
sequel.) In many cases, the proofs will be concerned with the height of any regular
B-expression and the main operator of each element. In the sequel, a right (left) linear
BM-grammar means a right (left) linear grammar which generates a subset of ∗(◦; •).
Denition 4.1. The height h(w) of any w∈∗(◦; •) is deAned inductively as follows.
(1) h()= h(a)= 0 for a∈.
(2) Let u; v∈+(◦; •) and {×;+}= {◦; •}.
(i) If u; v∈, then h(u× v)= 1.
(ii) If mo(u)=× and v∈, then h(u× v)= h(u).
(iii) If u∈ and mo(v)=×, then h(u× v)= h(v).
(iv) If mo(u)=+ and v∈, then h((u)× v)= h(u) + 1.
(v) If u∈ and mo(v)=+, then h(u× (v))= h(v) + 1.
(vi) If mo(u)=× and mo(v)=×, then h(u× v)= max{h(u); h(v)}.
(vii) If mo(u)=+ and mo(v)=×, then h((u)× v)= max{h(u) + 1; h(v)}.
(viii) If mo(u)=× and mo(v)=+, then h(u× (v))= max{h(u); h(v) + 1}.
(ix) If mo(u)=+ and mo(v)=+, then h((u)× (v))= max{h(u) + 1; h(v) + 1}.
Denition 4.2. For k¿0, a right (left) linear BM-grammar G is a right (left) linear
k-BM-grammar if for any w∈L(G), h(w)6k. L(G) is a right (left) linear k-BM-
language.
Denition 4.3. A regular k-BM-grammar is a right or left linear k-BM-grammar.
Proposition 4.1. For any B-language L⊆∗(◦; •), if L is a right (or left) linear
1-BM-language, then there exist two regular BM-languages, L◦⊆∗(◦) and L•⊆∗(•)
such that L=L◦ ∪L•.
Now we shall present the deAnitions of regular B-expressions and regular B-
languages. To do this, we shall Arst deAne Ave operations over subsets of ∗(◦; •).
Denition 4.4. DeAne Ave operations, ◦; •; ∪; ∗(◦); ∗(•), over subsets of ∗(◦; •) as
follows.
For A; B⊆∗(◦; •),
(1) A ◦ B= {S(v ◦ w) | v∈A; w∈B}
(2) A • B= {S(v • w) | v∈A; w∈B}
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(3) A∪B= {v | v∈A or v∈B}
(4) A∗(◦) = {}∪ {S(x1 ◦ x2 ◦ · · · ◦ xn) | n¿1 and xi ∈A (16i6n)}
(5) A∗(•) = {}∪ {S(x1 • x2 • · · · • xn) | n¿1 and xi ∈A (16i6n)}.
Denition 4.5. The set of regular B-expressions, BRE(; ◦; •)), over  is deAned
inductively as follows:
(1) ; ; a∈BRE(; ◦; •) for a∈;
(2) ; "∈BRE(; ◦; •)− {; } and ×∈{◦; •}⇒ (× ")∈BRE(; ◦; •);
(3) ; "∈BRE(; ◦; •)− {}⇒ (∪ ")∈BRE(; ◦; •);
(4) ∈BRE(; ◦; •)− {; } and ×∈{◦; •}⇒ ∗(×) ∈BRE(; ◦; •).
Denition 4.6. For a regular B-expression ∈BRE(; ◦; •), deAne the language ‖‖
denoted by  (which will be called a regular B-language) inductively as follows:
(1) ‖‖=; ‖‖= {}; ‖a‖= {a} for a∈;
(2) For ; "∈BRE(; ◦; •)− {; } and ×∈{◦; •}; ‖(× ")‖= ‖‖×‖"‖;
(3) For ; "∈BRE(; ◦; •)− {}; ‖(∪ ")‖= ‖‖∪ ‖"‖;
(4) For ∈BRE(; ◦; •)− {; } and ×∈{◦; •}; ‖∗(×)‖= ‖‖∗(×).
Remark 4.1. To see the distinction between regular (monoid) expressions and regular
B-expressions, let = {a; b} and =((a ◦ b)∪ (a • b)). Let ‖|∗|‖ denote the regular
(monoid) language (over the extended alphabet E()=∪{◦; •; ( ; )}) denoted by the
regular (monoid) expression ∗. Then ‖|∗|‖ contains such words, ; a◦b; a•b; a◦ba◦
b; a ◦ ba • b; a • ba • b; : : : ; etc., while ‖∗(◦)‖ contains such words, ; a ◦ b; a • b; a ◦ b ◦
a ◦ b; a ◦ b ◦ (a • b); (a • b) ◦ a ◦ b; (a • b) ◦ (a • b); a ◦ b ◦ a ◦ b ◦ a ◦ b; a ◦ b ◦ a ◦ b ◦ (a • b),
etc.
One can see easily that for any regular B-expression ∈BRE(; ◦; •), there ex-
ists an integer k¿0 such that for any w∈‖‖; h(w)6k (see Proposition 4.2
below).
Denition 4.7. For a regular B-expression ∈BRE(; ◦; •), the height H () of  and
the height H (‖‖) of ‖‖ are deAned as follows:
H () = H (‖‖) =
{
0 if  = ;
max{h(w) |w ∈ ‖‖} otherwise:
Proposition 4.2. (1) For any ; "∈BRE(; ◦; •)− {; } and ×∈{◦; •}
max{H (), H (")}6H (× ")61 + max{H (); H (")}
(2) For any ; "∈BRE(; ◦; •)− {},
H (∪ ")= max{H (); H (")}
(3) For any ∈BRE(; ◦; •)− {; } and ×∈{◦; •},
H ()6H (∗(×))61 + H ().
Note that any ∈BRE(; ◦; •) may be expanded by the distributivity of concatenation
over union. Thus we need the following which will be convenient to several proofs
presented in the sequel.
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Denition 4.8. DeAne the set PSBRE(; ◦; •) of regular B-expressions in proper string
form, and the set SBRE(; ◦; •) of regular B-expressions in string form as follows:
(1) ; ; a∈PSBRE(; ◦; •)∩ SBRE(; ◦; •) for a∈.
(2) Let ×∈{◦; •}.
(i) ; "∈PSBRE(; ◦; •)− {; }⇒ (× ")∈PSBRE(; ◦; •)∩ SBRE(; ◦; •)
(ii) 1; : : : ; n ∈PSBRE(; ◦; •) − {}(n¿2)⇒ (1 ∪ · · · ∪ n)∈ SBRE(; ◦; •) −
PSBRE(; ◦; •)
(iii) ∈ SBRE(; ◦; •)− {; }⇒ ∗(×) ∈PSBRE(; ◦; •)∩ SBRE(; ◦; •).
Example 4.1. Let = {a; b}. Then a◦(b∪ a)∗(◦)◦a∈PSBRE(; ◦; •); a◦b∗(•)◦a∪ b∗(◦)a
∈ SBRE(; ◦; •)− PSBRE(; ◦; •) and a ◦ (a • b∪ b • b) =∈ SBRE(; ◦; •).
The following two propositions can be seen easily by deAnition.
Proposition 4.3.
(m; n¿ 1; i; "j ∈ PSBRE(; ◦; •)− {; } (16 i 6 m; 16 j 6 n));× ∈ {◦; •}
⇒
(1 × "1) ∪ (1 × "2) ∪ · · · ∪ (1 × "n)
∪ (2 × "1) ∪ (2 × "2) ∪ · · · ∪ (2 × "n)
...
∪ (m × "1) ∪ (m × "2) ∪ · · · ∪ (m × "n) ∈ SBRE(; ◦; •):
Proposition 4.4. PSBRE(; ◦; •)⊆ SBRE(; ◦; •).
Proposition 4.5. For any ∈BRE(; ◦; •), there exist n¿1 and "1; : : : ; "n ∈
PSBRE(; ◦; •) such that the following holds:
‖‖ = ‖"1‖ ∪ · · · ∪ ‖"n‖:
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of .
(1) When ||=1, the assertion is clear.
(2) Let ||¿1. We consider three cases.
(i) For some ×∈{◦; •}; =("× *).
By induction, there exist m; n¿1 and "1; : : : ; "m; *1; : : : ; *n ∈PSBRE(; ◦; •)
such that the following hold.
‖"‖ = ‖"1‖ ∪ · · · ∪ ‖"m‖; ‖*‖ = ‖*1‖ ∪ · · · ∪ ‖*n‖:
Put P=(("1× *1)∪ ("1× *2)∪ · · · ∪ ("1× *n)∪ ("2× *1)∪ · · · ∪ ("m× *n)).
Then
‖‖ = ‖ P‖ = ‖("1 × *1)‖ ∪ ‖("1 × *2‖ ∪ · · · ∪ ‖("m × *n)‖:
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(ii) =("∪ *). By induction, there exist m; n¿1 and "1; : : : ; "m; *1; : : : ; *n ∈
PSBRE(; ◦; •) such that the following hold.
‖"‖ = ‖"1‖ ∪ · · · ∪ ‖"m‖; ‖*‖ = ‖*1‖ ∪ · · · ∪ ‖*n‖:
Then
‖‖ = ‖(" ∪ *)‖ = ‖"‖ ∪ ‖*‖ = ‖"1‖ ∪ · · · ∪ ‖"m‖ ∪ ‖*1‖ ∪ · · · ∪ ‖*n‖:
(iii) For ×∈{◦; •}; = "∗(×).
By induction, we may assume that "∈ SBRE(; ◦; •). Then "∗(×) ∈PSBRE(;
◦; •).
Corollary 4.1. For any ∈BRE(; ◦; •), there exists "∈ SBRE(; ◦; •) such that the
following holds:
‖‖ = ‖"‖:
The following proposition can be proved easily by induction on the length of  and
by depending on the above corollary.
Proposition 4.6. For any given ∈BRE(; ◦; •), one can e7ectively determine H ()=
H (‖‖).
Now we shall give the deAnition of standard right (left) linear BM-grammars, and
show that for any regular B-expression , there exists a right (left) linear BM-grammar
G generating ‖‖.
Denition 4.9. A right linear BM-grammar G=(N; E(); P; S) is standard if the
following (1)–(3) hold:
(1) For any A∈N , if A→ ∈P, then A= S.
(2) For any production rule A→wB∈P; S =B.
(3) If A→wB∈P, then w = .
Denition 4.10. A left linear BM-grammar G=(N; E(); P; S) is standard if the
following (1)–(3) hold:
(1) For any A∈N , if A→ ∈P, then A= S.
(2) For any production rule A→Bw∈P; S =B.
(3) If A→Bw∈P, then w = .
Denition 4.11. A standard regular BM-grammar is a standard right (or left) linear
BM-grammar.
Denition 4.12. For an integer k¿0, a regular B-expression ∈BRE(; ◦; •) is said
to be in the k-level if for any w∈‖‖, h(w)= k.  is said to be in the k-×-level for
k¿1 and ×∈{◦; •}) if  is in the k-level and for any w∈‖‖, mo(w)=×.
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Denition 4.13. For an integer k¿0, a standard regular BM-grammar G is said to
be in the k-level if for any w∈L(G), h(w)= k. G is said to be in the k-×-level for
×∈{◦; •} if it is in the k-level and for any w∈L(G), mo(w)=×.
Denition 4.14. Let G=(N; E(); P; S) be a standard regular BM-grammar:
(1) If for any w∈L(G), h(w)= 0, then G is a standard regular BM-0-grammar.
(2) If for any w∈L(G), mo(w)= ◦, then G is a standard regular BM-◦-grammar.
(3) If for any w∈L(G), mo(w)= •, then G is a standard regular BM-•-grammar.
The following theorem is one of the main results of this paper. One may prove this
theorem more concisely, but we shall present the following formal proof due to our
recognition that for generating binoid languages, generally one needs more complicated
production rules than those for monoid languages: one needs correct matchings of
( and ) in any word of a free binoid. We also note that the proof will provide a detailed
algorithm for constructing the desired three standard right linear BM-grammars.
Theorem 4.1. For any ∈BRE(; ◦; •), there exist three standard right linear BM-
grammars
G0 = (N0; E(); P0; S0); G◦ = (N◦; E(); P◦; S◦); G• = (N•; E(); P•; S•)
such that ‖‖=L(G0)∪L(G◦)∪L(G•). Here G0 is a standard regular BM-0-grammar,
G◦ is a standard regular BM-◦-grammar and G• is a standard regular BM-•-
grammar.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of .
(1) Let ||=1.
(1.1) For =, deAne the following.
P0 = P◦ = P• = 
N0 = {S0}; N◦ = {S◦}; N• = {S•}:
(1.2) For = ,
P0 = {S0 → }; P◦ = P• = 
N0 = {S0}; N◦ = {S◦}; N• = {S•}:
(1.3) For = a(a∈),
P0 = {S0 → a}; P◦ = P• = 
N0 = {S0}; N◦ = {S◦}; N• = {S•}:
(2) Let ||¿1. We consider three cases.
(2.1) =("× *) ({×;+}= {◦; •}). By induction, there exist six standard right
linear grammars
G"0 = (N
"
0 ; E(); P
"
0 ; S
"
0 ); G
"
◦ = (N
"
◦ ; E(); P
"
◦ ; S
"
◦); G
"
• = (N
"
• ; E(); P
"
• ; S
"
•)
G*0 = (N
*
0 ; E(); P
*
0; S
*
0); G
*
◦ = (N
*
◦ ; E(); P
*
◦; S
*
◦); G
*
• = (N
*
• ; E(); P
*
•; S
*
•)
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which generate ‖"‖ and ‖*‖, respectively. Without loss of generality, we
assume six sets of nonterminals are mutually disjoint. We shall consider the
case where  =∈‖"‖∪ ‖*‖. (The other cases can be handled similarly). We
deAne a set of production rules P′× as follows. (P
′
× is the set of production
rules for generating
‖‖ = ‖"‖ × ‖*‖= {x × y | x ∈ (L(G"0) ∩ ) ∪ L(G"×); y ∈ (L(G*0) ∩ ) ∪ L(G*×)}
∪
{
x × (y) | x ∈ (L(G"0 ) ∩ ) ∪ L(G( "×); y ∈ L(G*+)
}
∪{(x)× y | x ∈ L(G"+); y ∈ (L(G*0) ∩ ) ∪ L(G*×)}
∪{(x)× (y) | x ∈ L(G"+); y ∈ L(G*+)});
P′× = {S× → v× x | v ∈ +(◦; •); x ∈ (E() ∪ N*×)+; S"× → v ∈ P"×
and S*× → x ∈ P*×}
∪ {S× → v× (w) | v; w ∈ +(◦; •); S"× → v ∈ P"× and S*+ → w ∈ P*+}
∪ {S× → v× (x | v ∈ +(◦; •); x ∈ (E() ∪ N*+)+ − +(◦; •);
S"× → v ∈ P"× and S*+ → x ∈ P*+}
∪ {S× → v× a | v ∈ +(◦; •); a ∈ ; S"× → v ∈ P"× and S*0 → a ∈ P*0}
∪ {S× → (v)× x | v ∈ +(◦; •); x ∈ (E() ∪ N*×)+; S"+ → v ∈ P"+
and S*× → x ∈ P*×}
∪ {S× → (v)× (w) | v; w ∈ +(◦; •); S"+ → v ∈ P"+ and S*+ → w ∈ P*+}
∪ {S× → (v)× (x | v ∈ +(◦; •); x ∈ (E() ∪ N*+)+ − +(◦; •);
S"+ → v ∈ P"+ and S*+ → x ∈ P*+}
∪ {S× → (v)× a | v ∈ +(◦; •); a ∈ ; S"+ → v ∈ P"+ and S*0 → a ∈ P*0}
∪ {S× → a× x | a ∈ ; x ∈ (E() ∪ N*×)+; S"0 → a ∈ P"0
and S*× → x ∈ P*×}
∪ {S× → a× (w) | a ∈ ; w ∈ +(◦; •); S"0 → a ∈ P"0 and S*+ → w ∈ P*+}
∪ {S× → a× (x | a ∈ ; x ∈ (E() ∪ N*+)+ − +(◦; •); S"0 → a ∈ P"0
and S*+ → x ∈ P*+}
∪ {S× → a× b | a; b ∈ ; S"0 → a ∈ P"0 and S*0 → b ∈ P*0}
∪ {S× → x | x ∈ (E() ∪ N"×)+ − +(◦; •); S"× → x ∈ P"×}
∪ {S× → (x | x ∈ (E() ∪ N"+)+ − +(◦; •); S"+ → x ∈ P"+}
∪ {A→ v× x | v ∈ E()+; x ∈ (E() ∪ N*×)+; A→ v ∈ P"×
and S*× → x ∈ P*×}
∪ {A→ v× (w) | v ∈ E()+; w ∈ +(◦; •); A→ v ∈ P"×
and S*+ → w ∈ P*+}
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∪{A→ v× (x | v ∈ E()+; x ∈ (E() ∪ N*+)+ − E()+;
A→ v ∈ P"× and S*+ → x ∈ P*+}
∪ {A→ v× a | v ∈ E()+; a ∈ ; A→ v ∈ P"× and S*0 → a ∈ P*0}
∪ {A→ v)× x | v ∈ E()+; x ∈ (E() ∪ N*×)+; A→ v ∈ P"+
and S*× → x ∈ P*×}
∪ {A→ v)× (w) | v ∈ E()+; w ∈ +(◦; •); A→ v ∈ P"+
and S*+ → w ∈ P*+}
∪ {A→ v)× (x | v ∈ E()+; x ∈ (E() ∪ N*+)+ − E()+;
A→ v ∈ P"+ and S*+ → x ∈ P*+}
∪ {A→ v)× a | v ∈ E()+; a ∈ ; A→ v ∈ P"+ and S*0 → a ∈ P*0}
∪ {A→ w) |w ∈ E()+; A→ w ∈ P*+}
∪ (P"× − {A→ v | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P"×})
∪ (P"+ − {A→ v | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P"+})
∪P*× ∪ (P*+ − {A→ w |w ∈ E()+; A→ w ∈ P*+}):
The following grammar is suEcient.
P0 = P+ = ; P× = P′×
N0 = {S0}; N+ = {S+}; N× = N"× ∪ N"+ ∪ N*× ∪ N*+ ∪ {S×}:
(2.2) =("∪ *).
By induction, there exist six standard right linear grammars
G"0 = (N
"
0 ; E(); P
"
0 ; S
"
0 ); G
"
× = (N
"
×; E(); P
"
×; S
"
×);
G"+ = (N
"
+; E(); P
"
+; S
"
+)
G*0 = (N
*
0 ; E(); P
*
0; S
*
0); G
*
× = (N
*
×; E(); P
*
×; S
*
×);
G*+ = (N
*
+; E(); P
*
+; S
*
+)
generating ‖"‖ and ‖*‖, respectively. Without loss of generality, we as-
sume the sets of nonterminals are mutually disjoint. It suEces to deAne
P0; P◦; P•; N0; N•; N◦ as follows.
P0 = {S0 → a | a ∈  ∪ {}; S"0 → a ∈ P"0 or S*0 → a ∈ P*0}
P◦ = {S◦ → x | x ∈ (E() ∪ N )+; S"◦ → x ∈ P"◦ or S*◦ → x ∈ P*◦} ∪ P"◦ ∪ P*◦
P• = {S• → x | x ∈ (E() ∪ N )+; S"• → x ∈ P"• or S*• → x ∈ P*•x} ∪ P"• ∪ P*•
N0 = {S0}; N+ = N"+ ∪ N*+ ∪ {S+};
N× = N
"
× ∪ N"+ ∪ N*× ∪ N*+ ∪ {S×}:
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(2.3) = "∗(×) ({×;+}= {◦; •}). By induction, there exist three standard right
linear grammars
G"0 = (N
"
0 ; E(); P
"
0 ; S
"
0 ); G
"
◦ = (N
"
◦ ; E(); P
"
◦ ; S
"
◦); G
"
• = (N
"
• ; E(); P
"
• ; S
"
•)
generating ‖"‖. Now we deAne a standard right linear grammar G*+ = (N*+;
E(); P*+; S
*
+) as a copy of G
"
+, i.e. there exists a one-to-one correspondence
between the sets of these two nonterminals and the production rules also cor-
respond each other. As above, we assume sets of nonterminals are mutually
disjoint. Now it suEces to deAne P0; P×; P+; N0; N×; N+ as follows, where we
introduce new terminal symbols, S×; C×; C+ :C× is introduced for generating
subwords v with mo(v)= or mo(v)=×, and C+ is introduced for generating
subwords w with mo(w)=+. (Note that P× deAned below is the set of produc-
tion rules for generating the language, L(G"×)∪{x1× · · ·× xn | (i) n¿2; and
(ii) for each 16i6n; either xi ∈L(G"×)∪ (L(G"0 )∩) or xi =(ui) for some ui
∈L(G"+)}.) The production rules are complicated because, as mentioned often,
one needs correct matchings of ( and ) in any word in ‖‖.
P0 = {S0 → } ∪ {S0 → a | a ∈ ; S"0 → a ∈ P"0}
P+ = {S+ → x | x ∈ (E() ∪ N"+)+; S"+ → x ∈ P"+} ∪ P"+
P× = {S× → x | x ∈ (E() ∪ N"×)+; S"× → x ∈ P"×} ∪ P"×
∪{S× → v× C× | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"× → v ∈ P"×}
∪ {S× → v× (C+ | v ∈ +(◦; •); S*× → v ∈ P*×}
∪ {S× → (x | x ∈ (E() ∪ N*+)+ − +(◦; •); S*+ → x ∈ P*+}
∪ {S× → (v)× C× | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"+ → v ∈ P"+}
∪ {S× → (v)× (C+ | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"+ → v ∈ P"+}
∪ {S× → a× C× | a ∈ ; S"0 → a ∈ P"0}
∪ {S× → a× (C+ | a ∈ ; S"0 → a ∈ P"0}
∪ {A→ v× C× | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P"×}
∪ {A→ v× (C+ | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P"×}
∪ {A→ v)× C× | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P*+}
∪ {A→ v)× (C+ | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P*+}
∪ {A→ v)× C× | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P"+}
∪ {A→ v)× (C+ | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P"+}
∪ {A→ v) | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P"+}
∪ {C× → x | x ∈ (E() ∪ N"×)+; S"× → x ∈ P"×}
∪ {C× → v× C× | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"× → v ∈ P"×}
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∪{C× → v× (C+ | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"× → v ∈ P"×}
∪ {C× → a× C× | a ∈ ; S"0 → a ∈ P"0}
∪ {C× → a× (C+ | a ∈ ; S"0 → a ∈ P"0}
∪ {C× → v | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"× → v ∈ P"×}
∪ {C× → a | a ∈ ; S"0 → a ∈ P"0}
∪ {C+ → x | x ∈ (E() ∪ N"×)+ − +(◦; •); S"+ → x ∈ P"+}
∪ {C+ → v)× C× | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"+ → v ∈ P"+}
∪ {C+ → v)× (C+ | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"+ → v ∈ P"+}
∪ {C+ → v) | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"+ → v ∈ P"+}
∪ (P"+ − {A→ v | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P"+})
∪ (P*+ − {A→ v | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P*+})
N0 = {S0}; N+ = N"+ ∪ {S+}; N× = N"× ∪ N"+ ∪ N*+ ∪ {S×; C×; C+}:
The following theorem also establishes our main goal as Theorem 4.1, and we shall
present a formal proof which will provide a detailed algorithm for constructing 2k +1
standard right linear BM-grammars.
Theorem 4.2. For any k¿0 and ∈BRE(; ◦; •), if H ()= k, then there exist 2k+1
standard right linear BM-grammars
G0 = (N0; E(); P0; S0);
Gi−◦ = (Ni−◦; E(); Pi−◦; Si−◦) (16 i 6 k);
Gi−• = (Ni−•; E(); Pi−•; Si−•) (16 i 6 k);
such that
‖‖ = L(G0) ∪
(
k⋃
i=1
(L(Gi−◦) ∪ L(Gi−•))
)
:
Here G0 is in the 0-level, Gi−◦ is in the i-◦-level, and Gi−• is in the i-•-level (16i6k).
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of , and will proceed in a similar way
as that of Theorem 4.1.
(1) ||=1. This case can be handled easily as in Case (1) of the proof of Theorem 4.1.
(2) ||¿1. We shall consider three subcases.
(2.1) =("× *) ({×;+}= {◦; •}). We shall present a short remark for construct-
ing Gi−× for the case where 26i6k. (The other cases can be handled
similarly.) In this case, L(Gi−×)=L1 ∪L2 ∪L3 ∪L4 where
L1 = {x×y | x∈‖"‖− {}; y∈‖*‖− {}; mo(x) =+; mo(y) =+; h(x)6i;
h(y)6i; and h(x)= i or h(y)= i},
L2 = {(x)×y | x∈‖"‖; y∈‖*‖ − {}; mo(x)=+; mo(y) =+; h(x)6i− 1;
h(y)6i; and h(x)= i − 1 or h(y)= i},
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L3 = {x× (y) | x∈‖"‖−{}; y∈‖*‖; mo(x) =+; mo(y)=+; h(x)6i; h(y)
6i − 1; and h(x)= i or h(y)= i − 1},
L4 = {(x)× (y) | x∈‖"‖; y∈‖*‖; mo(x)=mo(y)=+; h(x)6i − 1; h(y)6
i − 1; and h(x)= i − 1 or h(y)= i − 1}.
Then this case can be handled as Case (2.1) of the proof of Theorem 4.1,
and will be left to the reader.
(2.2) =("∪ *). This case can be handled as Case (2.2) of the proof of Theo-
rem 4.1.
(2.3) = "∗(×) ({×;+}= {◦; •}). By induction, there exist the following 2k + 1
standard right linear BM-grammars generating ‖"‖.
G"0 = (N
"
0 ; E(); P
"
0 ; S
"
0 );
G"i−◦ = (N
"
i−◦; E(); P
"
i−◦; S
"
i−◦); G
"
i−• = (N
"
i−•; E(); P
"
i−•; S
"
i−•)
(16 i 6 k):
We deAne the following copies of G"i−×; G
"
i−+ (16i6k) so that there exist
bijections between their sets of nonterminals and between the corresponding
sets of production rules.
G*i−+ = (N
*
i−+; E(); P
*
i−+; S
*
i−+); G
*
i−× = (N
*
i−×; E(); P
*
i−×; S
*
i−×)
(16 i 6 k):
We need these grammars for deriving xj in the language Li−× deAned below
so that in x1× · · ·× xn ∈Li−×, each ut (16t6j) satisAes (a) mo(ut)=× and
h(ut)6i− 1 or (b) mo(ut) =× and h(ut)6i− 2: in Remark 4.1 below, such
uj is said to be a non i-complete subword of x1× · · ·× xn. We also deAne the
following copies of G"i−+. (For the roles of these grammars, see Remark 4.2
below.)
G.i−+ = (N
.
i−+; E(); P
.
i−+; S
.
i−+) (16 i 6 k):
Here without loss of generality, we assume that all sets of nonterminals are
mutually disjoint, and we shall introduce new nonterminal symbols C×; C+;
D×; D+, which do not belong to any above set of nonterminals. We shall
present the sets of production rules Pi−+ and Pi−× for the case 36i6k. (The
other cases can be handled similarly). We deAne the sets of production rules
Pi−×; Pi−+, and the sets of nonterminals Ni−×; Ni−+ (36i6k) as follows.
(Note that Pi−× is the set of production rules for generating the language
Li−× deAned by: Li−×= {x1× x2× · · ·× xn | (i) n¿2; (ii) for each 16j6n;
either (ii-i) xj = uj; mo(uj)=× or  and h(uj)6i for some uj ∈‖"‖ −
{}; or (ii-ii) xj =(uj); mo(uj)= + and h(uj)6i−1 for some uj ∈‖"‖; and
(iii) for some 16j6n; either mo(uj)=+ and h(uj)= i−1 or mo(uj)=× and
h(uj)= i; where uj is as in (ii)}. Note also Remark 4.2 below.)
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P0 = {S0 → } ∪ {S0 → a | a ∈ ; S"0 → a ∈ P"0};
Pi−+ = {Si−+ → x | x ∈ (E() ∪ N"i−+)+; S"i−+ → x ∈ P"i−+} ∪ P"i−+;
Pi−× = {Si−× → x | x ∈ (E() ∪ N"i−×)+; S"i−× → x ∈ P"i−+}
∪ {Si−× → x | x ∈ (E() ∪ N*j−×)+ − +(◦; •); S*j−× → x ∈ P*j−×
(16 j 6 i − 1)}
∪ {Si−× → v× C× | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"i−× → v ∈ P"i−×}
∪ {Si−× → v× D× | v ∈ +(◦; •); S*j−× → v ∈ P*j−× (16 j 6 i − 1)}
∪ {Si−× → v× (C+ | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"i−× → v ∈ P"i−×}
∪ {Si−× → v× (D+ | v ∈ +(◦; •); S*j−× → v ∈ P*j−× (16 j 6 i − 1)}
∪ {Si−× → (x | x ∈ (E() ∪ N.(i−1)−+)+ − +(◦; •);
S.(i−1)−+ → x ∈ P.(i−1)−+}
∪ {Si−× → (x | x ∈ (E() ∪ N*j−+)+ − +(◦; •); S*j−+ → x ∈ P*j−+}
(16 j 6 i − 2)
∪{Si−× → (v)× C× | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"(i−1)−+ → v ∈ P"(i−1)−+}
∪ {Si−× → (v)× D× | v ∈ +(◦; •); S*j−+ → v ∈ P*j−+ (16 j 6 i − 2)}
∪ {Si−× → (v)× (C+ | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"(i−1)−+ → v ∈ P"(i−1)−+}
∪ {Si−× → (v)× (D+ | v ∈ +(◦; •); S*j−+ → v ∈ P*j−+ (16 j 6 i − 2)}
∪ {A→ v× C× | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P"j−× (16 j 6 i)}
∪ {A→ v× D× | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P*j−× (16 j 6 i − 1)}
∪ {A→ v× (C+ | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P"j−× (16 j 6 i)}
∪ {A→ v× (D+ | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P*j−× (16 j 6 i − 1)}
∪ {A→ v)× C× | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P"j−+ (16 j 6 i − 1)}
∪ {A→ v)× C× | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P.(i−1)−+}
∪ {A→ v)× D× | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P*j−+
(16 j 6 i − 2)}
∪ {A→ v)× (C+ | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P"j−+ (16 j 6 i − 1)}
∪ {A→ v)× (C+ | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P.(i−1)−+}
∪ {A→ v)× (D+ | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P*j−+ (16 j 6 i − 2)}
∪ {A→ v) | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P"j−+ (16 j 6 i − 1)}
∪ {A→ v) | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P*(i−1)−+}
∪ {C× → x | x ∈ (E() ∪ N"j−×)+; S"j−× → x ∈ P"j−× (16 j 6 i)}
∪ {D× → x | x ∈ (E() ∪ N"i−×)+; S"i−× → x ∈ P"i−×}
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∪{D× → x | x ∈ (E() ∪ N*j−×)+ − +(◦; •); S*j−× → x ∈ P*j−×
(16 j 6 i − 1)}
∪ {C× → v× C× | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"j−× → v ∈ P"j−× (16 j 6 i)}
∪ {D× → v× C× | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"i−× → v ∈ P"i−×}
∪ {D× → v× D× | v ∈ +(◦; •); S*j−× → v ∈ P*j−× (16 j 6 i − 1)}
∪ {C× → v× (C+ | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"j−× → v ∈ P"j−× (16 j 6 i)}
∪ {D× → v× (C+ | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"i−× → v ∈ P"i−×}
∪ {D× → v× (D+ | v ∈ +(◦; •); S*j−× → v ∈ P*j−× (16 j 6 i − 1)}
∪ {C× → a× C× | a ∈ ; S"0 → a ∈ P"0}
∪ {D× → a× D× | a ∈ ; S"0 → a ∈ P"0}
∪ {C× → a× (C+ | a ∈ ; S"0 → a ∈ P"0}
∪ {D× → a× (D+ | a ∈ ; S"0 → a ∈ P"0}
∪ {C× → a | a ∈ ; S"0 → a ∈ P"0}
∪ {C+ → x | x ∈ (E() ∪ N"j−+)+ − +(◦; •); S"j−+ → x ∈ P"j−+
(16 j 6 i − 1)}
∪ {D+ → x | x ∈ (E() ∪ N"(i−1)−+)+ − +(◦; •); S"(i−1)−+ → x ∈ P"(i−1)−+}
∪ {D+ → x | x ∈ (E() ∪ N*j−+)+ − +(◦; •); S*j−+ → x ∈ P*j−+
(16 j 6 i − 2)}
∪ {C+ → v) | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"j−+ → v ∈ P"j−+ (16 j 6 i)}
∪ {D+ → v) | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"(i−1)−+ → v ∈ P"(i−1)−+}
∪ {C+ → v)× C× | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"j−+ → v ∈ P"j−+ (16 j 6 i − 1)}
∪ {D+ → v)× C× | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"(i−1)−+ → v ∈ P"(i−1)−+}
∪ {D+ → v)× D× | v ∈ +(◦; •); S*j−+ → v ∈ P*j−+ (16 j 6 i − 2)}
∪ {C+ → v)× (C+ | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"j−+ → v ∈ P"j−+ (16 j 6 i − 1)}
∪ {D+ → v)× (C+ | v ∈ +(◦; •); S"(i−1)−+ → v ∈ P"(i−1)−+}
∪ {D+ → v)× (D+ | v ∈ +(◦; •); S*j−+ → v ∈ P*j−+ (16 j 6 i − 2)}
∪
(
i⋃
j=1
P"j−×
)
∪
(
i−1⋃
j=1
(P"j−+ − {A→ v | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P"j−+})
)
∪
(
i⋃
j=1
(P*j−× − {A→ v | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P*j−×})
)
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∪
(
i−1⋃
j=1
(P*j−+ − {A→ v | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P*j−+})
)
∪ (P.(i−1)−+ − {A→ v | v ∈ E()+; A→ v ∈ P.(i−1)−+}):
We Anally put Ni−+ = {Si−+}∪N"i−+ and
Ni−× = {Si−×; C×; D+; D×; D+} ∪
i⋃
j=1
N"j−× ∪
i−1⋃
j=1
N*j−×
∪
i−1⋃
j=1
N"j−+ ∪
i−2⋃
j=1
N*j−+ ∪ N.(i−1)−+:
These grammars are suEcient, and the proof is completed.
Remark 4.2. We remark the following which will provide a help for understanding
the meaning of P1−× of production rules in the grammars in Case (2.3) of the proof
of Theorem 4.2.
(1) For any w∈ (E()∪Ni−×)+, 0∈{◦; •}, A∈ (
⋃i
j=1 N
"
j−×)∪ (
⋃i−1
j=1 N
"
j−+), and B∈
(
⋃i−1
j=1 N
*
j−×)∪ (
⋃i−2
j=1 N
*
j−+), (i) if Si−×
+⇒wC0 or Si−× +⇒wA, then w has an
“i-complete” subword, and (ii) if Si−×
+⇒wD0 or Si−× +⇒wB, then w does not
have an “i-complete” subword, where a subword u of w is said to be i-complete if
either mo(u)=+ and h(u)= i − 1, or mo(u)=× and h(u)= i.
(2) The set P.(i−1)−+ − {A→ v∈P.(i−1)−+ | v∈E()+} is deAned for deriving the Arst
term (u1) of (u1)× x2× · · ·× xn in Li−× for n¿2 and u1 ∈L(G"(i−1)−+).
The following proposition holds.
Proposition 4.7. Let G1 = (N1; E(); P1; S1) and G2 = (N2; E(); P2; S2) be two stan-
dard right linear BM-grammars. Then there exists a standard right linear BM-
grammar G3 = (N3; E(); P3; S3) which generates L(G1)∪L(G2).
The following two corollaries hold.
Corollary 4.2. For any ∈BRE(; ◦; •), there exists a standard right linear BM-
grammar generating ‖‖. Thus ‖‖ can be regarded to be a regular (monoid) lan-
guage over the alphabet ∪{◦; •; ( ; )}.
Corollary 4.3. For any ∈BRE(; ◦; •), there exists a :nite automaton which accepts
‖‖ in the free monoid mode.
Theorem 4.3. For any ∈BRE(; ◦; •), there exist three standard left linear BM-
grammar
G0 = (N0; E(); P0; S0); G◦ = (N◦; E(); P◦; S◦); G• = (N•; E(); P•; S•)
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such that ‖‖=L(G0)∪L(G◦)∪L(G•). Here G0 is a standard left BM-0-grammar,
G◦ is a standard left linear BM-◦-grammar, and G• is a standard leftlinear BM-•-
grammar.
Proof. One can prove the theorem as for Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 4.4. For any k¿0 and ∈BRE(; ◦; •), if H ()6k, then there exist 2k+1
standard left linear BM-grammars
G0 = (N0; E(); P0; S0);
Gi−◦ = (Ni−◦; E(); Pi−◦; Si−◦) (16 i 6 k);
Gi−• = (Ni−•; E(); Pi−•; Si−•) (16 i 6 k);
such that
‖‖ = L(G0) ∪
(
k⋃
i=1
(L(Gi−◦) ∪ L(Gi−•))
)
:
Here G0 is in the 0-level, Gi−◦ is in the i-◦-level and Gi−• is in the i-•-level
(16i6k)D.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.2.
5. Conclusion
In previous papers [4,5], we introduce three new algebraic systems, bisemigroups,
bimonoids and binoids. We call any subset of a free binoid ∗(◦; •) a B-language.
In contrast to the Chomsky hierarchy, we deAne Ave classes of B-grammars and the cor-
responding Ave classes of B-languages. We study relations between these B-languages
and Turing machines and Anite automata. Several main results presented in [4,5] are
mentioned in Section 1.
In this paper, we introduce regular B-expressions such that for any regular B-
expression , it holds that the height of any word in the language denoted by  is
Anitely bounded. Then we show that for any regular B-expression , there exists a
right (left) BM-grammar generating the language denoted by  so that the language
can be regarded as a regular (monoid) language over the alphabet ∪{◦; •; ( ; )}. These
results are established by introducing the notions of standard right (left) linear BM-
0-grammars, standard right (left) linear BM-◦-grammars, standard right (left) linear
BM-•-grammars, and for any i¿0, standard right (left) linear BM-grammars in the
i-◦-level, and standard right (left) linear BM-grammars in the i-•-level. It will be left
as future problems (1) to study relations between B-grammars and automata including
pushdown automata etc., (2) to And conditions for a Anitely generated binoid to be
Anite, (3) to study mathematical properties of bisemigroups, bimonoids and binoids
as new algebraic systems (see [11]), and (4) to And applications of binoids to two-
dimensional languages (see [9]), parallel computations, codes or cryptography, etc.
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